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Wow, I have no idea how it
happened, but I seem to have

your missing files! Sorry
about that; I thought you just
had the download link to the
content pack. Maybe it was
some kind of error that only

your computer had?
Cakewalk was forced to issue

the license because of an
internal credit card debt, but

Sonic Foundry and other
companies have the only

valid licenses for Sonar on the
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market. Besides that, all
Sonar users are required to

download the content pack if
they have not done so

already. To make it happen,
Sonar had a good design, a

cool user interface and simple
ways to add plugins and

instruments. Sound quality
was quite good; in

comparison to Nuendo, it was
perhaps a little better. But a
lot of the time Sonar looked
and sounded complicated.
And the interface was just

more than Nuendo. But Sonar
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did have one glaring
advantage. One very
important advantage.

Nuendo's feature set for
audio production was

confined to audio editing.
This was understandable. In
its early stages, Nuendo was

certainly as powerful as
Sonar, but the company

missed a trick by not really
extending its facility beyond
audio editing. One glaring

advantage of Sonar was that
it did so much more. Yeah, it
could be better. It could be
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much better. But, in its
current form, it's a good

music creation tool. It has a
complex package, but it is

well thought out and
executed. So it's probably

worth buying. It's a bargain. If
that sounds like a

contradiction, then go back to
the beginning and read it

again. Mind you, if you are
looking for the next Nuendo
clone. Well, don't. Sonar is a

first and foremost sound
production tool. It's good. It's
cheap. It's not very good at
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any of the things you might
want it to do. 5ec8ef588b
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